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Deutschlehrertagung Nordindien 2017 r>
Goethe Institut

The Lalit Barakhamba Avenue,Connaught Place, New

Delhi -110001

oB-07-2017 & 09-07 -2017

0B:00 A.M. to 06:00 P.M. (08-07-20L7)

09:30 A.M. to 04:15 P.M (09-07-20L7)

Ms. Dimple Khanna
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Objectives:
r To promote the learning of German language'

. To provide the teachers with an opportunity to meet teachers and professors from

differentschoolsandUniversitiesacrossNorthlndia.
. To improvise teaching and learning pedagogies, materials, methodology, curriculum

andtoimplementthesameintheGermanclassroom.

Descriotion:

Goethe Instrtut, Max Mueller Bhavan had organized the German Teachers' conference

r.Deutschlehrertagung Nordindien 2077" at The Lalit and invited German teachers and professors

from North India. The sessions were well-planned and various activities and events were

scheduled for both the days with two tea breaks and Lunch break in between'

The conference commenced with the welcome speech by the head of Educational services Mr' carl

Jochen Dill of Goethe Institut, Max Mueller Bhavan, New Delhi addressing all the German teachers

and professors from different schools and universities. Mr. Dill presented a Power Point

presentation on ..Start Up with German,, by which 31 students have gone to Berlin and will get an

opportunity to meet Angela Merkel, the Vice chancellor of Germany' The winners were applauded

along with their German Teachers. Mr. Dill motivated the other teachers to provide an opportunity

to the German learners to participate in the competitions' This was followed by a series of

sessions to augment the German teaching pedagogy of the education' The sessions were quite

motivating and enriching.
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